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Family Business

Mariona Vergés is a qualified lawyer with extensive experience in the civil law area of successions and inter
vivos transfers for no consideration. She is a member of the Firm’s Family Business Group, where she works
side by side with professionals from the tax and corporate/commercial area in order to address clients’ needs
in a comprehensive and multidisciplinary manner.

Specifically, Mariona Vergés focuses on civil law matters affecting all individuals, from the standpoint of both
personal planning and the handling of matters stemming from events with civil law significance, in both inter
vivos and mortis causa scenarios.

Experience

Mariona Vergés has extensive experience in advising individuals on the law on both successions and
mechanisms applicable to inter vivos transfers for no consideration.

Her knowledge enables her to act in preventive and future planning matters, as well as in matters involving
the civil law procedure for events that have already occurred.

Specifically, Mariona acts, among others, in such matters as:

Assistance with the contemplation and drafting of wills, agreements to make wills, marriage contracts in
which inheritance is agreed to, codicils, or any other succession-related document.

Advice on and drafting of prenuptial agreements.

Advice on and drafting of agreements or deeds relating to gifts, as well as any documents that formalize
regional rights that permit assets to be delivered while alive by applying certain succession mechanisms.

Assistance, assessment of alternatives, coordination and drafting of any documentation required to
accept intestate inheritances.

Collaboration with the firm’s civil procedure department in proceedings concerning the execution of
testamentary dispositions, challenges against wills, gifts made to the detriment of heirs, claims for
compulsory shares, etc. that, for any reason, arise from the commencement of legal actions or require



involvement in negotiations between the parties.

In all cases, Mariona Vergés pursues her practice as part of a multidisciplinary work team, together with other
professionals in the firm, in order to provide her clients with a comprehensive view of the issues.

Academic background

Degree in Law, Universidad San Pablo. CEU Madrid.

Exams for access to judicial and tax career.

Memberships

Member of the Barcelona Bar Association.


